SPORT, LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS

LA TROTTEUSE-TISSOT

Along the way, bands, street performers and spectators entertain and encourage the participants in this personal challenge. 24 categories allow everyone to express themselves individually, as a family, with friends or colleagues during a crazy afternoon.

OPENING HOURS
The 10 Dec 2022  
Saturday  
12:00 - 22:00

GOOD TO KNOW
- 15.2 km trail linking Le Locle and La Chaux-de-Fonds in running and Nordic Walking
- Urban Corrida with routes from 400m to 7.5km from 0 to 100 years
- The mythical 800m race with hundreds of Santa Clauses
- Musical animations on all routes

CONTACT
+41 32 967 62 91  
latrotteuse@ne.ch  
latrotteusetissot.ch